Agenda for SATBUSS, March 30th 2022

- Approval of agenda
- Comments on the Graduate Report
- Comments on Study Environment Assessment Action Plan 2021-2024
- Revision of GBI courses on 4th semester from Spring 2023
- Revision of curriculum on DIM due to cancellation of Cross-DIT
  Following the decision to cancel the third semester mandatory course Cross-DIT, DIM must revise its curriculum.
- Request from ILM to change exam language:
  - From Lars Rune Christensen, Head of ILM:
    “From September 2022, a new examination order gives Master ILM the opportunity to examine in both Danish and English on Danish-language courses. And vice versa. As this has been called for in many years, I hereby apply for permission to use this option at ILM.

    The reason is that Danish-English language flexibility in regard to the exams will be of benefit to both students and faculty. As many students work in English-language organizations, they would like to share their projects with colleagues and managers. Since the organizations pay for the courses, this is a reasonable expectation and service. In addition, ILM faculty have asked for this language flexibility for years as well. In Danish-language courses, teachers will be able to share guidance and exams. For the time being only the Danish-speaking teacher can do the exams in Danish language courses although both students and colleagues also want English as an option. The current non-flexible situation is also an issue in terms of course staffing.”

- News from the programmes
  - GBI
  - DIM
  - ILM

- AOB